12	INTRODUCTION
Mediterranean world gave way in importance to the wider
world of the Atlantic through the development ^ of the
Americas, so the centre of Weltpolitik is being shifted to
the Pacific. I believe that it is to the countries bordering
the Pacific that the world will look for a lead in introducing
the 'Brave New World' which must follow the chaos wrought
in the Old World.
The fact that the shores of some of the world's most
highly developed and industrialized countries, the United
States of America, Soviet Russia, Australia, Japan—and we
can soon add China and the Dutch East Indies—are washed
by the Pacific, justifies a belief in its future. The intensive
development of colonies and dominions, is leading to a new
independence,, and growth of local cultures. The Pacific
represents the New World and new ideas. In a few centuries
it has outstripped the Old World and given birth to a new
race of man and a new technique of life.
The United States, Australia, New Zealand and New
Caledonia belong to this New World, and they have much
in common. Their pioneers counted among their numbers,
men and women who had either rejected the Old World
because of its religious or political intolerance and bigotry
or had been ejected by it, because -of their too intense zeal
to change it into a world nearer their heart's desire.
When France expelled its Communards and sent them
bound in chains to languish in the convict prisons of New
Caledonia, when England's Irish Nationalists and Chartists
despaired of reforming the Old World and set out to build
something new in the dominions and the United States
where no preconceived ideas of privilege and tradition
existed, when the Pilgrim Fathers set out in the Mayflower
for America, a movement was started which was to lay the
foundation of the New World.
Those who fought in the American War of Independence,
those who fought at the barricades at Eureka Stockade to
defend the rights of Australian citizens, those who armed
themselves with guns and iron railings and stormed into
the Noumean streets in September, 1940, to chase out of

